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�-Particles are of current interest in radionuclide therapy due to
their short range and high rates of energy transfer to target
tissues. Published values of �-particle absorbed fraction � in
the skeletal tissues, as needed for patient-specific dosimetry
under the MIRD schema, do not generally account for its vari-
ation with particle energy or skeletal site. Furthermore, varia-
tions in �-particle absorbed fraction with marrow cellularity have
yet to be fully considered. Methods: In this study, a 3-dimensional
(3D) chord-based radiation transport model (or 3D-CBIST) is pre-
sented, which combines (a) chord-based techniques for tracking
�-particles across bone trabeculae, endosteum, and marrow cav-
ities and (b) a spatial model of the marrow tissues that explicitly
considers the presence of marrow adipocytes. Chord-length dis-
tributions are taken from a 44-y male subject (ICRP [International
Commission on Radiological Protection] Reference Male) and are
identical to those used currently for clinical dose estimates for
�-particle emitters. Results: Values of �(active marrow4active
marrow) given by the 3D-CBIST model are shown to be consider-
ably lower than � � 1.0 assumed under the ICRP Publication 30
and 2003 Eckerman bone models. For example, values of ab-
sorbed fraction for the self-dose to active bone marrow in the ribs,
cervical vertebra, and parietal bone are 0.81, 0.80, and 0.55 for
6-MeV �-particles and are 0.74, 0.72, and 0.43 for 9-MeV �-par-
ticles, where each is evaluated at ICRP reference cellularities in the
3D-CBIST model (72%, 72%, and 42%, respectively, at age 25 y).
Conclusion: Improvements in patient-specific dosimetry of skel-
etal tissues require explicit consideration of not only changes in
target mass with variable patient marrow cellularity (i.e., active
marrow) but also corresponding changes in values of the absorbed
fraction. The data given in this study provide a more-firm basis for
application of the MIRD schema to patient-specific dosimetry for
newly developing therapies using �-particle emitters.
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Beta-particle emitters have played a prominent role in
the development of radionuclide-based cancer therapy.
More recently, increased interest has been shown in the
potential of �-emitters for radioimmunotherapy, particu-
larly for leukemia and micrometastases (1–4). �-Particles
provide an attractive alternative to �-particles owing to their
higher collisional stopping power (providing increased ab-
sorbed dose to tumor cells) and correspondingly shorter
range (providing increased sparing of nontargeted tissues).
Examples of �-emitters under clinical investigation for ra-
dionuclide therapy are listed in Table 1 (5). When �-emit-
ters are localized at low-activity concentrations in targeted
tissues, techniques of microdosimetry are generally required
to characterize the frequency distribution of absorbed dose
to individual target cells. At high-activity concentrations, as
would be expected in clinical �-particle radioimmuno-
therapy, the variation in cellular dose is small, and macro-
scopic dosimetry techniques may be applied as formulated
under the MIRD schema (6).

At present, standardized values of absorbed fraction (�)
for �-particles in the skeletal tissues are limited to two
principal sources: the International Commission on Radio-
logical Protection (ICRP) in their Publication 30 (7) and the
2003 Eckerman model as published by Stabin and Siegel (8)
for use in the OLINDA (Organ Level INternal Dose As-
sessment) code (9). Although the ICRP has provided many
important updates to both physiologic and anatomic refer-
ence values for the skeleton (10,11), no fundamental up-
dates to its skeletal dosimetry model have been issued. The
ICRP Publication 30 bone model, developed to provide a
conservative dosimetric framework for radiation protection
of the skeletal tissues, gives values of �-particle absorbed
fraction that are independent of both particle energy and
skeletal site. Literature sources cited as references for the
ICRP 30 model include studies by Thorne (12,13) and by
Mays and Sears (14), in which simple geometric configu-
rations were adopted such as infinite parallel planes (repre-
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senting the bone–marrow interface) and spheres (represent-
ing the marrow space with an endosteum layer on its
surface). The �-particle results of Whitwell and Spiers (15)
are also used as reference values for �-particles irradiating
the active marrow from bone volume sources. In the 2003
Eckerman model, an energy dependence is introduced for
some source–target tissue combinations, whereas for others,
values from the ICRP 30 model are adopted.

In the present study, an expanded model of �-particle
transport in the skeletal tissues is given that explicitly ac-

counts for absorbed fraction variations with not only parti-
cle energy but also with skeletal site and marrow cellularity.
Each parameter is potentially important in improving the
patient specificity of the skeletal dose estimate. As shown in
Table 1, �-energies of clinically relevant radionuclides
range from �5.5 to 9 MeV. In contrast, those of interest in
occupational radiation protection (for which the ICRP 30
model was established) range from only �4 to 5.5 MeV.
Furthermore, when bone-site-specific radionuclide therapies
are applied, variations in the trabecular microarchitecture
(bone trabeculae and marrow cavity sizes) may alter pat-
terns of �-energy deposition beyond that predicted by a
single skeletal-averaged set of absorbed fractions. Finally,
marrow cellularity can vary greatly among different patients
(16) and is not considered in either of the two existing
models. As shown in Figure 1, adipocytes localized along
the trabecular surfaces at low marrow cellularities can sig-
nificantly reduce the �-particle energy available for depo-
sition to active bone marrow.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study, �-particle transport in the skeletal tissues is
accomplished using techniques similar to those developed for
electrons in models published by Eckerman and Stabin (17) and by
Bouchet et al. (18). The 3-dimensional (3D) microstructure of
individual bone trabeculae and marrow cavities are taken from the
chord-length distributions published by Whitwell and Spiers (15)
and Whitwell (19) at the University of Leeds for 7 skeletal sites
from a 44-y male subject. The unique feature of the present model,
however, is the use of a supplemental 3D spatial model of the
active and inactive tissues within the marrow space. Through the
use of range–energy relationships, absorbed fractions to active
marrow, as well as bone endosteum and bone trabeculae, are
calculated for �-particle emissions up to 10 MeV. The details of
this 3D chord-based infinite spongiosa transport (3D-CBIST)

TABLE 1
Candidate �-Particle Emitters for Radionuclide Therapy

Radionuclide
daughters Half-life

Yield*
(%)

Emission
particle

Particle
energy†

213Bi 45.6 min 2 � 5.9 MeV
98 �� 444 keV
17 � 440 keV

213Po 4.2 �s 98 � 8.4 MeV
209TI 2.2 min 2 �� 659 keV
209Pb 3.25 h 100 �� 198 keV
209Bi Stable

212Bi 1.0 h 36 � 6.0 MeV
64 �� 492 keV

212Po 298 ns 64 � 8.8 MeV
208TI 3.05 min 36 �� 560 keV

8 � 510 keV
31 � 580 keV
36 � 2.6 MeV

208Pb Stable

211At 7.21 h 42 � 5.9 MeV
19 � 80 keV

211Po 516 ms 58 � 7.4 Mev
207Bi 32 y 24 � 70 keV

41 � 570 keV
31 � 1 MeV

207Pb Stable

225Ac 10 d 100 � 5.8 MeV
211Fr 4.9 min 100 � 6.4 MeV

10 � 218 keV
217At 32.3 ms 100 � 7.1 MeV
213Bi See 213Bi

223Ra 11.4 d 100 � 5.7 MeV
40 � 80 keV
14 � 270 keV

219Rn 4 s 100 � 6.8 MeV
10 � 270 keV

215Po 1.8 ms 100 � 7.4 MeV
211Pb 36.1 min 100 �� 447 keV
211Bi 2.1 min 16 � 6.3 MeV

84 � 6.6 MeV
13 � 350 keV

207TI 4.8 min 100 �� 493 keV
207Pb Stable

*Percent emitted per decay of parent radionuclide.
†Mean �-energy and approximate �- and �-energies are listed.

FIGURE 1. Histology slides of normal human bone marrow at
2 different marrow cellularities. At lower cellularity, a greater
proportion of bone trabecula surface is covered by adipocytes
(i.e., the first fat layer).
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model for skeletal dosimetry are outlined below. In the model, we
adopt the following nomenclature to define various source and
target tissues: TBV, trabecular bone volume; TBE, trabecular bone
endosteum; TBS, trabecular bone surfaces; TAM, trabecular active
(“red”) marrow; and TIM, trabecular inactive (“yellow”) marrow.
The modifying phrase “infinite spongiosa transport” indicates that
we are only considering �-transport within the tissues of trabecular
spongiosa (marrow, endosteum, and bone trabeculae). Any cross-
fire from cortical bone to the interior spongiosa regions of the
skeletal site is thus ignored. Though this assumption is rarely valid
for higher-energy �-particles in the skeleton (20), the model is
considered to be quite adequate for �-particles even at energies
approaching 10 MeV. For TBV sources, the radiopharmaceutical
is assumed to be distributed uniformly within the volume of the
bone trabeculae. Future extensions of the model may accommo-
date its variation with depth when the physical half-life exceeds
bone remodeling half-times. Generally, however, TBS and TBE
sources would be more appropriate for bone-seeking agents in
radionuclide therapy. The former would correspond to agents
initially incorporated in the osseous tissues at bone-remodeling
sites, whereas the latter would correspond to agents directly tar-
geting osteoblasts or osteoclasts.

Tissue Composition and Range–Energy Data
Elemental compositions and mass densities for the tissues of

trabecular spongiosa were taken from Report 46 of the Interna-
tional Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU)
(21) (Table 2). Range–energy functions were calculated for active
(red) marrow, inactive (yellow) marrow, and trabecular endosteum
using the Bragg–Kleeman rule (22) with liquid water (23) as the
reference media for range scaling:

RT � RH2O

	H2O

	T
� AT

AH2O
, Eq. 1

where RT is the CSDA (continuous slow-down approximation)
range in the desired tissue (TAM, TIM, or TBE), RH2O is the
corresponding linear range in water, and 	T and 	H2O are their
respective mass densities. In Equation 1, the effective atomic
number of these tissues, AT (as well as AH2O), is calculated as:

�AT � ��
i

Wi

�Ai
��1

, Eq. 2

where wi is the mass fraction for the ith element within that tissue.
Trabecular bone was similarly scaled using ICRU Report 49
compact bone as the reference tissue (23). Tabular data for the
CSDA range versus particle energy were thus created for all
tissues for use by the transport code. Ranges at intermediate
energies were assessed via interpolation of tabular values.

Spatial Model for Marrow Tissue Transport
As previously noted by Bolch et al. (24), the chord-based

skeletal models of both Eckerman and Stabin (17) and of Bouchet
et al. (18) were constructed in such a fashion that considerations of
marrow cellularity could not be made explicitly during particle
transport (only via energy-independent scaling of absorbed frac-
tions after particle transport). To permit such considerations during
�-particle transport, a spatial model of the marrow tissues was
created as demonstrated schematically in Figure 2. Each model
consists of 2 regions: (a) an inner sphere of marrow in which
randomly selected marrow chords are started (each representing
the potential trajectory of an �-particle track emitted within the
active marrow or emerging from the endosteal layer into the
marrow space), and (b) a buffer region in which marrow chords
(and, thus, the �-particle tracks) may terminate, but not begin. The

TABLE 2
Elemental Composition (% by Mass) of Tissues

of Skeletal Spongiosa

Element

Tissues of trabecular spongiosa

Active
marrow
(TAM)*

Inactive
marrow
(TIM)†

Endosteum
(TBE)‡

Trabeculae
(TBV)§

H 10.5 11.5 10.5 3.4
C 41.4 64.4 25.6 15.5
N 3.4 0.7 2.7 4.2
O 43.9 23.1 60.2 43.5
Na — 0.1 0.1 0.1
Mg — — — 0.2
P 0.1 — 0.2 10.3
S 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3
Cl 0.2 0.1 0.2 —
K 0.2 — 0.2 —
Ca — — — 22.5
Fe 0.1 — — —

Mass density
(g cm�3) 1.03 0.98 1.03 1.92

*TAM � “adult red marrow.”
†TIM � “adult yellow marrow.”
‡TBE � “adult soft tissue (male).”
§TBV � “adult cortical bone.”
Data taken from ICRU Report 46, Appendix A (21).

FIGURE 2. Geometric model used to partition sampled mar-
row cavity chords into subtrajectories of �-particle through ac-
tive (red) marrow and inactive (yellow) marrow, the latter repre-
sented by individual adipocytes (white spheres).
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buffer region (scaled to the active marrow range of 10-MeV
�-particles) thus ensures that the sampled marrow-cavity chord
will always fully lie within tissues of the marrow spatial model.
The 1,000-�m diameter of the marrow spatial model corresponds
roughly to the nominal chord-length seen for marrow cavities in
the Leeds 44-y male.

As shown in Figure 2, regions of inactive (or yellow) marrow
are simulated as a series of randomly placed spheric fat cells
(adipocytes). Adipocyte diameters are randomly sampled from a
5-bin histogram (92, 72, 56, 40, and 20 �m) that approximate the
gaussian distribution of sizes reported by Reverter et al. (25) in
normal human bone marrow (mean diameter, 56.7 
 5.6 �m).
Marrow models of varying marrow cellularity (from 10% to
100%) are generated by increasing the number of randomly placed
adipocytes within the marrow sphere. For marrow cellularities
greater than 50%, adipocyte overlap is prohibited as cell clustering
is only prominent at cellularities below 50% (26).

For marrow cellularities below 50%, the 50% cellularity model
is modified through stepwise increases in adipocyte diameter (5%
each) and by abandoning the restriction on adipocyte overlap.
Adipocyte diameter increases (representing multicellular adipo-
cyte clusters) are continued until the desired overall marrow cel-
lularity is achieved. Transverse views through marrow models at
cellularities of 70% (no cell clusters), 40% (few cell clusters), and
20% (multiple cell clusters) are shown in the lower portion of
Figure 2. Note that in all 3D spatial models of the marrow space,
neither of the bone trabeculae for the trabecular endosteum are
represented; their influence on particle transport is handled sepa-
rately by chord-based techniques as described.

Chord-Based Model for Spongiosa Tissue Transport
�-Particle transport in the present study is performed through

random and alternate sampling of cumulative density functions
(CDFs) for �-random (external) chord-lengths across bone trabec-
ulae (dT) and the marrow cavities (dMC) in each of the 7 skeletal
sites of the Leeds 44-y male. Corresponding distributions under
I-randomness (interior) are applied in regions of �-particle source
emissions (27). For consistency with the sample preparation and
scanning methods of the Leeds studies, we make a distinction
between the marrow cavity (MC, total volume of tissue between
bone trabeculae inclusive of the endosteal layer) and the marrow
space (MS, total marrow tissue volume between bone trabeculae
exclusive of the endosteal layer). Explicit treatment of the en-
dosteal layer, as well as the active and inactive tissues of the bone
marrow, is discussed below.

The transport methodology is best described by first considering
an �-emitter uniformly distributed within the tissues of the bone
trabeculae (i.e., TBV source). The transport code first randomly
samples a bone chord-length d T

max from the I-random CDFI (d T
max)

for the skeletal site of interest (e.g., cervical vertebra). This sam-
pled chord-length is treated as the maximum possible distance that
an �-particle may travel within its bone trabecula before entering
the endosteal layer. The transport distance actually taken, dT, is
thus uniformly sampled across this interval: [0, d T

max]. The range–
energy function for �-particles in bone tissue is then used to
determine the total energy expended by the particle within that
bone trabecula. If residual kinetic energy remains, the particle is
further transported into (and potentially across) the adjacent en-
dosteal layer.

For the �-particle emerging from a bone trabecula, a random
marrow-cavity chord-length dMC is sampled under �-randomness

(CDF�) for the same skeletal site. The value of dMC is at most
composed of 2 endosteal chord-lengths (near and far side of the
marrow cavity) and an intervening chord-length across the marrow
space:

dMC � dE1 � dMS � dE2. Eq. 3

Values of dE1 and dE2 (and thus dMS) are determined through
uniform sampling of the cosine of the entry angle (�) across each
10-�m endosteal layer:

�1 � �0:1 with dE1 � �10 �m�/�1 and

�2 � �0:1 with dE2 � �10 �m�/�2 and

�dE1 � dE2� � dE
max. Eq. 4

The assignment of d E
max in this and in other chord-based skeletal

models is discussed in Appendix A. If (dE1 � dE2) � d E
max, then:

dMS � dMC � �dE1 � dE2� with dMS � 0. Eq. 5

If, however, (dE1 � dE2) � d E
max, then both near and far endosteal

chord-lengths are iteratively rescaled:

dE1 � � dE1

dE1 � dE2
�dE

max and

dE2 � dE
max � dE1 and

dMS � dMC � �dE1 � dE2�. Eq. 6

The �-particle range–energy function in endosteal tissues is then
used to determine the kinetic energy lost within the first endosteal
layer. If residual kinetic energy still exists, and dMS � 0, the
�-particle is further transported within the tissues of the marrow
space.

At this point, the chord-length dMS is placed at a random
location and direction within the transport region of the marrow
spatial model (Fig. 2). Consider for the moment that dMS is given
as chord A–B. This marrow space chord thus represents the po-
tential trajectory of the �-particle emerging from the surface of the
bone endosteum in which the first tissue encountered is active
marrow. In this particular case, however, the particle has only
sufficient kinetic energy to carry it from starting point A to point
B* in the marrow tissues. During its traversal, the �-particle
traverses a single adipocyte. Consequently, the particle trajectory
A–B* can be divided into 3 marrow subtrajectories: dM1 (distance
from point A to the adipocyte entry point), dM2 (distance across the
adipocyte), and dM3 (distance from the adipocyte exit point to the
particle termination point B*). Energy deposition to active marrow
for this particle would be recorded only across active-marrow
subtrajectories dM1 and dM3.

As another example, another sampled chord-length dMS might
be positioned at chord C–D in Figure 2. In this case, the �-particle
“sees” an adipocyte immediately on its emergence from the bone
endosteum and must expend some kinetic energy within that fat
cell before it enters (and then stops) within the active marrow
tissues. As the fat fraction of the geometric model increases
(marrow cellularity decreases), this scenario becomes more and
more prevalent, thus simulating the presence and increased loss of
�-particle energy in the first-fat layer for particles emerging from
the trabecular endosteum. Furthermore, the �-particle in this ex-
ample is able to fully travel the sampled chord-length dMS. In this
case, residual kinetic energy still remains at point D and the
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particle is then transported across the endosteal chord-length dE2

on the far side of the marrow space (via methods described
previously).

For a TAM source, transport calculations are performed as
described above except that the starting value of dMC is selected
from an I-random CDFI (dMC). The corresponding marrow-space
chord, dMS, is then placed within the marrow spatial model at a
point external to the adipocytes and partitioned into subtrajectories
as described earlier. For TBE sources, a transport chord-length is
selected uniformly across the interval [0,dE1] followed by transport
in either bone (dT) or marrow tissues (dMS), depending on the
emission angle. Similarly, for TBS sources of �-particles, they
may be directed either within the adjacent bone trabeculae (dT) or
across the full chord-length of the endosteal layer (dE1). If residual
energy is still present at various tissue interfaces, the transport
techniques described above are continued.

RESULTS

Tabulated values of absorbed fraction are presented in
supplemental Appendix B (Tables 1B–12B) (available on-
line only at http://jnm.snmjournals.org). A representative
tabulation of these data is given in Table 3 for �-particle
emissions within the various source tissues of the lumbar
vertebrae of the Leeds 44-y male subject. For each source–
target combination, energy deposition is tracked within the
primary tissue (e.g., TAM4TAM), secondary tissue (e.g.,
TAM4TBE or TBS), or tertiary tissue (e.g., TAM4TBV)
depending on the emission energy (and the resulting CSDA
range) of the �-particle. Coefficients of variation (COVs)
are �1% for primary targets and �5% for secondary tar-
gets. Errors in absorbed fractions to tertiary targets vary
according to the source–target geometry and marrow cellu-
larity selected. Values of COV for �(TAM4TBV) and
�(TBV4TAM) (both separated by the bone endosteum)
are below 20% for �-particle energies of �2.5 MeV. En-
dosteal and surface sources for �-particle emission yield
absorbed fractions with COVs below 3% for both secondary
and tertiary target tissues. For each source region, compu-
tation times for the 100% cellularity model are noted to be
only �5 min on a 1-GHz Dell Dimension Pentium V
workstation and are �1 h on the same system at low
cellularities approaching 10%.

DISCUSSION

Absorbed Fractions to Active Bone Marrow
Figures 3A–3D display values of absorbed fraction to

active bone marrow as a function of �-particle energy
within 3 of the 7 skeletal sites of the Leeds 44-y male.
Although the energy range of clinical interest extends down
to only �5.5 MeV, values at very low energies are dis-
played as well for visual confirmation of the model (e.g.,
values of � should approach unity when the source and
target tissue are the same). In each case, the marrow cellu-
larity is set to 100% and, thus, differences in energy depen-
dence of the absorbed fraction are strictly related to differ-
ences in the trabecular microstructure of these bone sites.

Their dependence on marrow cellularity is discussed sepa-
rately.

The absorbed fraction for self-irradiation of the active
bone marrow, �(TAM4TAM), is shown in Figure 3A for
the ribs, cervical vertebra, and parietal bone. At low ener-
gies, the absorbed fraction in each bone site is �1.0 and,
thus, is closely approximated by the energy-independent
value assumed under both the ICRP Publication 30 and
2003 Eckerman bone models. As the particle energy in-
creases, however, an increasing amount of kinetic energy is
lost to the bone trabeculae and endosteum, leaving less
energy available for deposition to bone marrow. The pari-
etal bone demonstrates the greatest divergence from the
ICRP Publication 30 and 2003 Eckerman models at all
energies (�0.90 at 6 MeV and �0.80 at 10 MeV), as this
particular bone site is characterized by relatively small
marrow cavities and thick bone trabeculae (28).

Energy-dependent absorbed fractions to active bone mar-
row (100% cellular) are shown in Figure 3B for �-particles
emitted uniformly within the 10-�m tissue layer of the bone
endosteum (a source region not considered in the other 2
bone models). For this source tissue, the absorbed fraction
to bone marrow is shown to be 0.043 at the lowest energy
considered (500 keV) and increases to values of 0.48, 0.46,
and 0.45 at 10 MeV in the ribs, cervical vertebra, and
parietal bone, respectively. When the �-emitter is localized
within the surfaces of the bone trabeculae (Fig. 3C), values
of absorbed fraction to the marrow tissues are reduced at all
energies as compared with a TBE source. In this case, the
�-particle must exceed �2 MeV for it to have sufficient
energy to penetrate the endosteal layer.

In contrast, the ICRP Publication 30 and 2003 Eckerman
bone models assign a value of 0.5 to �(TAM4TBS) inde-
pendent of the �-particle emission energy (based on a planar
half-space transport geometry). Furthermore, these models
do not explicitly treat the endosteum and bone marrow as
independent target tissues. At an emission energy of 6 MeV,
for example, the ICRP Publication 30 and 2003 Eckerman
bone models predict an �-particle dose to bone marrow 1.9,
1.9, and 2.1 times higher in the ribs, cervical vertebra, and
parietal bone, respectively, than that given in the present
study. However, when energy deposition to the endosteal
layer is separately accounted for in the 2003 Eckerman
model (dashed curve in Fig. 3C), excellent agreement is
noted between the 2 model predictions.

Finally, energy-dependent values of �(TAM4TBV) are
shown in Figure 3D for �-particles emitted uniformly
within the volume of the bone trabeculae. The ICRP Pub-
lication 30 model applies an energy-independent value,
0.05, to this source–target combination. Our 3D-CBIST
model predicts values of �(TAM4TBV) less than 0.05 at
�-energies below �8 MeV in the ribs and cervical vertebra,
with higher absorbed fractions to bone marrow seen at
energies exceeding 8 MeV. The ICRP Publication 30 model
is shown to be overly conservative with regard to values of
�(TAM4TBS) in the parietal bone at all energies consid-
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TABLE 3
Absorbed Fractions to Active Bone Marrow (TAM) for �-Emissions Within Lumbar Vertebrae

of Leeds 44-Year Male for Various Source Tissues and Marrow Cellularities

Energy
(MeV)

�(TAM4TAM)
Cellularity

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

3.0 9.90E�01 9.72E�01 9.46E�01 9.19E�01 8.83E�01 8.47E�01 8.11E�01 7.65E�01 7.18E�01 6.45E�01
3.5 9.88E�01 9.64E�01 9.33E�01 8.99E�01 8.54E�01 8.12E�01 7.69E�01 7.13E�01 6.60E�01 5.77E�01
4.0 9.86E�01 9.57E�01 9.18E�01 8.78E�01 8.25E�01 7.75E�01 7.25E�01 6.62E�01 6.03E�01 5.15E�01
4.5 9.83E�01 9.49E�01 9.02E�01 8.55E�01 7.94E�01 7.38E�01 6.82E�01 6.13E�01 5.49E�01 4.57E�01
5.0 9.80E�01 9.40E�01 8.87E�01 8.34E�01 7.66E�01 7.03E�01 6.42E�01 5.67E�01 5.00E�01 4.05E�01
5.5 9.77E�01 9.32E�01 8.72E�01 8.13E�01 7.38E�01 6.69E�01 6.04E�01 5.25E�01 4.55E�01 3.59E�01
6.0 9.74E�01 9.23E�01 8.57E�01 7.93E�01 7.14E�01 6.40E�01 5.70E�01 4.87E�01 4.15E�01 3.20E�01
6.5 9.70E�01 9.14E�01 8.43E�01 7.75E�01 6.91E�01 6.15E�01 5.41E�01 4.55E�01 3.82E�01 2.87E�01
7.0 9.67E�01 9.07E�01 8.31E�01 7.59E�01 6.74E�01 5.93E�01 5.16E�01 4.27E�01 3.53E�01 2.60E�01
7.5 9.62E�01 8.99E�01 8.19E�01 7.45E�01 6.61E�01 5.76E�01 4.96E�01 4.05E�01 3.30E�01 2.37E�01
8.0 9.59E�01 8.93E�01 8.09E�01 7.34E�01 6.49E�01 5.63E�01 4.81E�01 3.87E�01 3.10E�01 2.18E�01
8.5 9.55E�01 8.85E�01 8.01E�01 7.25E�01 6.41E�01 5.52E�01 4.69E�01 3.74E�01 2.96E�01 2.03E�01
9.0 9.50E�01 8.79E�01 7.94E�01 7.18E�01 6.35E�01 5.44E�01 4.60E�01 3.63E�01 2.84E�01 1.92E�01
9.5 9.46E�01 8.74E�01 7.88E�01 7.13E�01 6.30E�01 5.38E�01 4.52E�01 3.54E�01 2.75E�01 1.82E�01

10.0 9.41E�01 8.68E�01 7.82E�01 7.08E�01 6.26E�01 5.33E�01 4.45E�01 3.47E�01 2.67E�01 1.74E�01

Energy
(MeV)

�(TAM4TBE)
Cellularity

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

3.0 2.62E�01 2.38E�01 2.10E�01 1.87E�01 1.64E�01 1.35E�01 1.09E�01 7.79E�02 5.42E�02 2.70E�02
3.5 3.01E�01 2.72E�01 2.42E�01 2.15E�01 1.88E�01 1.54E�01 1.24E�01 8.94E�02 6.14E�02 3.09E�02
4.0 3.30E�01 2.98E�01 2.66E�01 2.37E�01 2.06E�01 1.70E�01 1.36E�01 9.80E�02 6.80E�02 3.38E�02
4.5 3.52E�01 3.20E�01 2.84E�01 2.52E�01 2.21E�01 1.81E�01 1.46E�01 1.05E�01 7.24E�02 3.62E�02
5.0 3.72E�01 3.36E�01 2.99E�01 2.66E�01 2.32E�01 1.92E�01 1.53E�01 1.11E�01 7.60E�02 3.84E�02
5.5 3.87E�01 3.52E�01 3.12E�01 2.77E�01 2.42E�01 2.00E�01 1.61E�01 1.15E�01 7.99E�02 3.99E�02
6.0 4.00E�01 3.62E�01 3.21E�01 2.86E�01 2.50E�01 2.07E�01 1.65E�01 1.19E�01 8.22E�02 4.13E�02
6.5 4.12E�01 3.73E�01 3.32E�01 2.95E�01 2.57E�01 2.12E�01 1.70E�01 1.22E�01 8.45E�02 4.23E�02
7.0 4.21E�01 3.81E�01 3.39E�01 3.01E�01 2.63E�01 2.17E�01 1.74E�01 1.25E�01 8.63E�02 4.31E�02
7.5 4.29E�01 3.89E�01 3.45E�01 3.08E�01 2.69E�01 2.22E�01 1.78E�01 1.28E�01 8.84E�02 4.42E�02
8.0 4.39E�01 3.98E�01 3.53E�01 3.14E�01 2.74E�01 2.26E�01 1.81E�01 1.30E�01 9.01E�02 4.50E�02
8.5 4.45E�01 4.05E�01 3.59E�01 3.19E�01 2.78E�01 2.29E�01 1.84E�01 1.33E�01 9.16E�02 4.60E�02
9.0 4.53E�01 4.10E�01 3.64E�01 3.24E�01 2.83E�01 2.33E�01 1.87E�01 1.35E�01 9.29E�02 4.64E�02
9.5 4.60E�01 4.17E�01 3.69E�01 3.30E�01 2.86E�01 2.37E�01 1.90E�01 1.36E�01 9.42E�02 4.72E�02

10.0 4.66E�01 4.23E�01 3.75E�01 3.35E�01 2.92E�01 2.41E�01 1.93E�01 1.39E�01 9.56E�02 4.79E�02

Energy
(MeV)

�(TAM4TBS)
Cellularity

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

3.0 5.91E�02 5.34E�02 4.76E�02 4.25E�02 3.70E�02 3.07E�02 2.44E�02 1.77E�02 1.21E�02 6.16E�03
3.5 1.05E�01 9.46E�02 8.41E�02 7.50E�02 6.52E�02 5.40E�02 4.31E�02 3.10E�02 2.15E�02 1.07E�02
4.0 1.46E�01 1.33E�01 1.18E�01 1.05E�01 9.18E�02 7.55E�02 6.11E�02 4.37E�02 3.04E�02 1.52E�02
4.5 1.84E�01 1.67E�01 1.48E�01 1.32E�01 1.15E�01 9.48E�02 7.60E�02 5.48E�02 3.83E�02 1.89E�02
5.0 2.16E�01 1.96E�01 1.74E�01 1.55E�01 1.35E�01 1.12E�01 8.96E�02 6.45E�02 4.45E�02 2.21E�02
5.5 2.42E�01 2.19E�01 1.95E�01 1.74E�01 1.52E�01 1.26E�01 1.01E�01 7.24E�02 5.02E�02 2.49E�02
6.0 2.63E�01 2.39E�01 2.12E�01 1.89E�01 1.65E�01 1.37E�01 1.10E�01 7.90E�02 5.42E�02 2.73E�02
6.5 2.82E�01 2.56E�01 2.28E�01 2.03E�01 1.77E�01 1.47E�01 1.18E�01 8.42E�02 5.84E�02 2.93E�02
7.0 2.99E�01 2.71E�01 2.42E�01 2.15E�01 1.88E�01 1.56E�01 1.25E�01 8.95E�02 6.24E�02 3.11E�02
7.5 3.16E�01 2.86E�01 2.55E�01 2.27E�01 1.98E�01 1.64E�01 1.31E�01 9.50E�02 6.55E�02 3.28E�02
8.0 3.30E�01 2.99E�01 2.66E�01 2.37E�01 2.07E�01 1.71E�01 1.38E�01 9.88E�02 6.80E�02 3.41E�02
8.5 3.42E�01 3.10E�01 2.76E�01 2.47E�01 2.15E�01 1.78E�01 1.42E�01 1.03E�01 7.09E�02 3.53E�02
9.0 3.54E�01 3.21E�01 2.86E�01 2.55E�01 2.22E�01 1.84E�01 1.47E�01 1.06E�01 7.31E�02 3.66E�02
9.5 3.66E�01 3.32E�01 2.95E�01 2.63E�01 2.30E�01 1.90E�01 1.53E�01 1.09E�01 7.56E�02 3.75E�02

10.0 3.76E�01 3.42E�01 3.03E�01 2.70E�01 2.36E�01 1.95E�01 1.57E�01 1.13E�01 7.79E�02 3.89E�02
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Energy
(MeV)

�(TAM4TBV)
Cellularity

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

3.0 9.75E�04 8.49E�04 7.90E�04 6.99E�04 6.09E�04 5.09E�04 3.91E�04 3.10E�04 1.97E�04 1.03E�04
3.5 2.52E�03 2.32E�03 2.09E�03 1.85E�03 1.61E�03 1.31E�03 1.08E�03 7.68E�04 5.25E�04 2.53E�04
4.0 5.24E�03 4.73E�03 4.14E�03 3.72E�03 3.19E�03 2.64E�03 2.14E�03 1.57E�03 1.07E�03 5.51E�04
4.5 8.96E�03 8.11E�03 7.11E�03 6.34E�03 5.51E�03 4.58E�03 3.59E�03 2.62E�03 1.81E�03 9.05E�04
5.0 1.36E�02 1.22E�02 1.08E�02 9.58E�03 8.36E�03 7.06E�03 5.59E�03 4.00E�03 2.81E�03 1.43E�03
5.5 1.90E�02 1.72E�02 1.54E�02 1.35E�02 1.19E�02 9.82E�03 7.93E�03 5.71E�03 3.90E�03 1.94E�03
6.0 2.53E�02 2.30E�02 2.03E�02 1.81E�02 1.59E�02 1.31E�02 1.05E�02 7.55E�03 5.22E�03 2.63E�03
6.5 3.23E�02 2.95E�02 2.62E�02 2.35E�02 2.03E�02 1.69E�02 1.36E�02 9.64E�03 6.75E�03 3.36E�03
7.0 3.97E�02 3.64E�02 3.24E�02 2.88E�02 2.52E�02 2.06E�02 1.67E�02 1.20E�02 8.37E�03 4.18E�03
7.5 4.86E�02 4.40E�02 3.93E�02 3.48E�02 3.05E�02 2.53E�02 2.02E�02 1.46E�02 1.00E�02 5.04E�03
8.0 5.76E�02 5.24E�02 4.66E�02 4.16E�02 3.62E�02 2.99E�02 2.41E�02 1.72E�02 1.18E�02 6.05E�03
8.5 6.71E�02 6.10E�02 5.42E�02 4.83E�02 4.21E�02 3.46E�02 2.81E�02 2.02E�02 1.40E�02 7.06E�03
9.0 7.74E�02 7.07E�02 6.29E�02 5.61E�02 4.87E�02 4.03E�02 3.23E�02 2.33E�02 1.59E�02 8.01E�03
9.5 8.87E�02 8.02E�02 7.13E�02 6.39E�02 5.55E�02 4.62E�02 3.69E�02 2.66E�02 1.82E�02 9.24E�03

10.0 9.98E�02 9.10E�02 8.05E�02 7.17E�02 6.27E�02 5.19E�02 4.14E�02 2.99E�02 2.06E�02 1.04E�02

FIGURE 3. Absorbed fractions for an active marrow target (100% cellularity) from active marrow source (TAM) (A), trabecular
bone endosteum source (TBE) (B), trabecular bone surface source (TBS) (C), and trabecular bone volume source (TBV) (D).
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ered. Improved agreement is seen between energy-depen-
dent values of the present study (for the ribs and cervical
vertebra) and those from the 2003 Eckerman model pro-
vided that their target definition is again revised to exclude
the endosteal layer—that is, the difference between
�(TAM4TBS)2003Eckerman and �(TBE4TBS)2003Eckerman.

Absorbed Fractions to Bone Endosteum
Figures 4A–4D display values of absorbed fraction to the

trabecular endosteum as a function of �-particle energy at 3
of the 7 skeletal sites in the Leeds 44-y male subject. In each
case, the marrow cellularity is set to 100% and, thus, dif-
ferences in energy dependence are strictly related to differ-
ences in trabecular microstructure.

The fraction of �-particle energy deposited within the
endosteal layers of trabecular bone is shown in Figure 4A
for emissions within the marrow space. Transport results
given by the 3D-CBIST skeletal model show values of
absorbed fraction to endosteal tissues that begin at �0.001–
0.007 (500 keV) and increase to values of 0.074, 0.032, and
0.018 (10 MeV) for the parietal bone, cervical vertebra, and
ribs, respectively. This particular source–target combination
is not discussed in ICRP Publication 30, while an energy-

and bone-independent value of 0.09 is assigned for
�(TBE4TAM) in the 2003 Eckerman model. At 6 MeV,
the 2003 Eckerman value is 1.56, 3.88, and 7.50 times
higher than those given by the present model in the parietal
bone, cervical vertebra, and ribs, respectively. If one addi-
tionally permits �-emissions in the endosteal layer itself (as
is done in the 2003 Eckerman model), revised estimates of
�(TBE4TAM � TBE) from the 3D-CBIST model are
given as shown by dot-dashed lines in Figure 4A. Here, we
see that the additional contributions from endosteal self-
dose increase estimates of �(TBE4TAM) at very low
�-energies for the ribs and parietal bone (where TBE ac-
counts for 0.7% and 0.8% of the revised source mass), but
negligibly impact their values at clinically relevant energies
(5.5–8 MeV). In contrast, the endosteal layer in the cervical
vertebrae accounts for up to 8.5% of the combined source
mass and, thus, the endosteal self-dose is more prominent,
even at the higher �-energies, although still smaller than
predicted under the 2003 Eckerman model.

Values of �(TBE4TBE) and �(TBE4TBS) are given in
Figures 4B and 4C, respectively. For these source–target
combinations, the 3D-CBIST model predicts that the ab-

FIGURE 4. Absorbed fractions for endosteum target from �-sources emitted within the TAM (A), TBE (B), TBS (C), and TBV (D).
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sorbed fraction is negligibly influenced by differences in
trabecular microarchitecture across different skeletal sites.
In Figure 4B, the absorbed fraction for the self-irradiation of
the trabecular endosteum is shown to approach unity for
very low-energy �-emissions and to approach values of
�0.10 – 0.12 at 10 MeV. When the source of �-emissions
is localized to the surfaces of the bone trabeculae (Fig.
4C), the half-space assumption is shown to be valid for
�-particles less than �2 MeV, above which the absorbed
fraction to trabecular endosteum declines to values of
�0.13 to 0.15 at 10 MeV. These values are compared
with the energy-independent assignment of �(TBE4TBS) �
0.25 under the ICRP Publication 30 bone model. Conse-
quently, for low-energy �-emitters, the dose to trabecular en-
dosteum is underestimated within the ICRP Publication 30
model according to our calculations. Comparisons with the
2003 Eckerman model, on the other hand, demonstrate excel-
lent agreement over the energy range 3–8 MeV.

Finally, Figure 4D displays absorbed fractions to TBE for
�-sources localized uniformly within the bone trabeculae.
For �-energies exceeding �3.0 MeV, the ICRP Publication

30 assumption of �(TBE4TBV) � 0.025 is shown to
underestimate the energy deposited within the trabecular
endosteum of the ribs and cervical vertebra. This same
model is shown to overestimate energy deposition to TBE
within the parietal bone at �-particle energies up to �6
MeV. Values of �(TBE4TBV) given by the 2003 Ecker-
man model show good agreement with those of the present
study in 2 of the 3 skeletal sites shown (ribs and cervical
vertebra).

Influence of Marrow Cellularity on �-Particle Absorbed
Fractions

In Figures 5A–5D, the same 4 source–target combina-
tions shown in Figures 3A–3D are again considered. In this
case, however, we focus on a single bone site (lumbar
vertebra) and allow the marrow cellularity to range from
100% to 20%. For the self-irradiation of the active marrow
(Fig. 5A), the ICRP Publication 30 and 2003 Eckerman
bone models are shown to closely approximate values of
�(TAM4TAM) given by the 3D-CBIST model only for
marrow that is 100% cellular. As adipocyte concentrations

FIGURE 5. Dependence of active marrow absorbed fraction with changes in marrow cellularity within lumbar vertebrae: TAM
source (A), TBE source (B), TBS source (C), and TBV source (D).
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increase (marrow cellularities decrease), less �-particle en-
ergy is deposited within active marrow, and a greater di-
vergence of �(TAM4TAM) from the unity assumption is
noted at all energies. Furthermore, at a given �-energy
below 10 MeV, values of �(TAM4TAM) at different
marrow cellularities are shown not to scale as simple ratios
of their corresponding cellularities; consequently, full 3D
transport is thus required to accurately report values of
�-particle absorbed fraction.

Shielding effects of increased adipocyte concentration are
noticeably demonstrated in Figures 5B and 5C for �-sources
localized within the bone endosteum or on the bone sur-

faces, respectively. As marrow cellularity decreases, �-par-
ticles emerging from the endosteal layer increasingly en-
counter adipocytes along the endosteal surface; values of
both �(TAM4TBE) and �(TAM4TBS) thus decline in
value at all energies. Consequently, energy deposition to
active marrow is increasingly overestimated in the ICRP
Publication 30 and 2003 Eckerman bone models as the
marrow becomes less and less cellular. At 6 MeV, for
example, the ICRP Publication 30 model overestimates the
energy deposited to active marrow for TBS emissions by
factors of 1.9, 3.0, and 9.2 at marrow cellularities of 100%,
60%, and 20%, respectively.

TABLE 4
Ratios of �-Particle Absorbed Fractions in Skeletal Tissues of Lumbar Vertebra

Energy
(MeV)

44-y male
�(TAM4TAM)

Absorbed fraction ratio

44-y male
�(TBE4TAM)

Absorbed fraction ratio

25 M
44 M

55 F
44 M

70 F
44 M

85 F
44 M Average

25 M
44 M

55 F
44 M

70 F
44 M

85 F
44 M Average

3.0 9.90E�01 0.998 0.997 0.999 0.997 0.998 9.11E�03 1.177 0.997 1.125 1.261 1.140
4.0 9.86E�01 0.997 0.996 0.998 0.996 0.997 1.23E�02 1.190 0.987 1.109 1.255 1.135
5.0 9.80E�01 0.996 0.995 0.998 0.995 0.996 1.47E�02 1.183 0.983 1.094 1.245 1.126
6.0 9.74E�01 0.995 0.993 0.997 0.993 0.995 1.68E�02 1.189 0.996 1.082 1.246 1.128
7.0 9.67E�01 0.993 0.990 0.997 0.991 0.993 1.89E�02 1.191 1.013 1.074 1.251 1.132
8.0 9.59E�01 0.992 0.989 0.996 0.989 0.991 2.07E�02 1.187 1.015 1.071 1.239 1.128
9.0 9.50E�01 0.990 0.987 0.996 0.987 0.990 2.26E�02 1.178 1.041 1.060 1.234 1.128

10.0 9.41E�01 0.988 0.984 0.996 0.985 0.988 2.41E�02 1.186 1.062 1.060 1.225 1.133

Average: 0.994 Average: 1.131

Energy
(MeV)

44-y male
�(TAM4TBS)

Absorbed fraction ratio

44-y male
�(TBE4TBS)

Absorbed fraction ratio

25 M
44 M

55 F
44 M

70 F
44 M

85 F
44 M Average

25 M
44 M

55 F
44 M

70 F
44 M

85 F
44 M Average

3.0 5.91E�02 1.013 1.010 1.001 1.012 1.009 4.42E�01 0.999 0.997 1.001 0.999 0.999
4.0 1.46E�01 1.010 1.007 1.001 1.006 1.006 3.60E�01 0.986 0.987 0.998 0.992 0.991
5.0 2.16E�01 0.998 0.996 0.993 0.997 0.996 2.93E�01 0.981 0.983 1.001 0.991 0.989
6.0 2.63E�01 0.999 0.990 0.987 0.993 0.992 2.49E�01 0.982 0.996 1.012 1.001 0.998
7.0 2.99E�01 0.996 0.990 0.984 0.990 0.990 2.10E�01 0.983 1.013 1.016 1.003 1.004
8.0 3.30E�01 0.995 0.993 0.985 0.991 0.991 1.76E�01 0.986 1.015 1.016 1.010 1.007
9.0 3.54E�01 0.993 0.997 0.985 0.993 0.992 1.57E�01 0.978 1.041 1.011 1.018 1.012

10.0 3.76E�01 0.990 1.007 0.984 0.997 0.995 1.39E�01 0.977 1.062 1.021 1.041 1.025

Average: 0.996 Average: 1.003

Energy
(MeV)

44-y male
�(TAM4TBV)

Absorbed fraction ratio

44-y male
�(TBE4TBV)

Absorbed fraction ratio

25 M
44 M

55 F
44 M

70 F
44 M

85 F
44 M Average

25 M
44 M

55 F
44 M

70 F
44 M

85 F
44 M Average

3.0 9.75E�04 1.011 1.181 1.110 1.316 1.154 2.43E�02 0.983 1.155 1.073 1.234 1.111
4.0 5.24E�03 0.986 1.139 1.068 1.231 1.106 3.42E�02 0.993 1.170 1.084 1.247 1.123
5.0 1.36E�02 0.986 1.143 1.059 1.224 1.103 4.34E�02 0.984 1.149 1.066 1.227 1.106
6.0 2.53E�02 0.995 1.162 1.077 1.242 1.119 5.10E�02 0.987 1.162 1.084 1.237 1.117
7.0 3.97E�02 1.005 1.168 1.075 1.254 1.126 5.78E�02 0.989 1.157 1.079 1.237 1.116
8.0 5.76E�02 0.996 1.156 1.064 1.238 1.113 6.31E�02 0.993 1.156 1.073 1.238 1.115
9.0 7.74E�02 1.001 1.156 1.063 1.238 1.114 6.75E�02 0.992 1.152 1.074 1.232 1.112

10.0 9.98E�02 0.999 1.149 1.057 1.225 1.108 7.10E�02 0.992 1.152 1.076 1.229 1.112

Average: 1.118 Average: 1.114

Comparisons are made between values using the skeletal microstructure of the Leeds 44-y male (44 M) reference subject and 4 other
individuals of the Leeds studies: 25-y male (25 M), 55-y female (55 F), 70-y female (70 F), and 85-y female (85 F).
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The influence of marrow cellularity on values of
�(TAM4TBV) is demonstrated in Figure 5D for the lum-
bar vertebra. At marrow cellularities of 100%, 80%, and
60%, the ICRP Publication 30 bone model value of
�(TAM4TBV) � 0.05 is not reached until �-emission
energies approach �7.5, 8.3, and 9.3 MeV, respectively. At
lower marrow cellularities (e.g., 40% and 20%), the ICRP
Publication 30 bone model conservatively estimates the
energy deposited to active marrow at all energies considered
(�10 MeV). The 2003 Eckerman model is shown to closely
match results from the 3D-CBIST model at 100% cellular-
ity, if one accounts for energy lost to the TBE in their
definition of the active marrow target.

Intersubject Variability in �-Particle Absorbed
Fractions

Chord-length distributions for the 44-y male subject in
the Leeds studies form the basis for both the present model
and that of the 2003 Eckerman model of the OLINDA code.
It is of clinical interest to explore the degree to which
�-particle absorbed fractions can potentially vary with cor-
responding changes in trabecular microstructure seen in
different patients. Four additional chord-length distributions
are available from the Leeds studies of the lumbar vertebra,
which can be used for just such a comparison: those from a
25-y male, a 55-y female, a 70-y female, and an 85-y female
(19). Table 4 displays 3D-CBIST values of absorbed fractions
of both active marrow and endosteum for the 44-y male subject
at 100% cellularity. Ratios of these same values are then
shown between each subject and the Leeds 44-y male. For
TAM targets (left side of Table 4), variations of �1% are
noted for �-emissions in the TAM and on the TBS, whereas

�12% intersubject variations are seen for TBV sources. These
variations are reasonable considering the short ranges of �-par-
ticles in the skeletal tissues and the fixed nature of the en-
dosteal layer chord-length algorithm in the 3D-CBIST model.
Intersubject variations in bone trabeculae thickness thus trans-
late to increased intersubject variations in values of
�(TAM4TBV) over �(TAM4TAM) or �(TAM4TBS).
For the TBE as the target tissue, �1% variations in values of
�(TBE4TBS) are noted, whereas �11%–13% intersubject
variations in �(TBE4TAM) or �(TBE4TBV) are seen.

Skeletal-Averaged Absorbed Fractions for ICRP
Reference Male (RM)

An application of the 3D-CBIST model is presented in
Tables 5–7. In Table 5, site-specific reference marrow cel-
lularities for the ICRP Reference Male (RM) at ages 25 and
40 y are shown as given in ICRP Publication 70 (10). In
addition, the fractional tissue masses within the ICRP RM
for active marrow, bone endosteum, and bone trabeculae
(fTAM, fTBS, fTBV, respectively) are given as published previ-
ously by Eckerman and Stabin (17). In this example, the
fractional distribution of active marrow is given at both
reference ages (25 and 40 y), as the latter more closely
approximates the age of the Leeds individual from which
reference absorbed fractions are given in the 2003 Ecker-
man bone model. As the Leeds data permit �-particle trans-
port in only 7 skeletal sites, weighted combinations must be
used to represent all skeletal regions of the body. Using the
data of Table 5, and the site- and cellularity-dependent
�-particle absorbed fractions of Appendix B (either directly
or via interpolation), skeletal-averaged �-particle absorbed
fractions, �Skel, for the ICRP RM can be calculated as given

TABLE 5
Marrow Cellularities and Fractional Tissue Distributions in Skeleton of ICRP Reference Male

Skeletal region Bone groups*

ICRP 70
cellularity
(age, 25 y)

ICRP 70
cellularity
(age, 40 y)

fTAM

(age, 25 y)
fTAM

(age, 40 y) fTBS fTBV

Average
cellularity
(age, 25 y)

Average
cellularity
(age, 40 y)

Legs, upper 80% FH, 20% FN 0.30 0.25 0.033 0.030 0.167 0.163 0.010 0.008
Legs, middle 50% FH, 50% FN 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.169 0.165 0.000 0.000
Legs, lower 50% FH, 50% FN 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.040 0.040 0.000 0.000
Arms, upper 80% FH, 20% FN 0.30 0.25 0.023 0.021 0.031 0.030 0.007 0.005
Arms, middle 50% FH, 50% FN 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.026 0.025 0.000 0.000
Arms, lower 50% FH, 50% FN 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.026 0.026 0.000 0.000
Pelvis 60% IC, 40% LV 0.58 0.48 0.333 0.303 0.018 0.018 0.193 0.146
Spine, upper 100% CV 0.72 0.70 0.027 0.029 0.110 0.107 0.019 0.020
Spine, middle 50% CV, 50% LV 0.72 0.70 0.174 0.186 0.282 0.276 0.125 0.130
Spine, lower 100% LV 0.72 0.70 0.098 0.105 0.071 0.069 0.071 0.073
Skull, cranium 100% PB 0.42 0.38 0.056 0.056 0.012 0.026 0.024 0.021
Skull, facial 100% PB 0.42 0.38 0.028 0.028 0.006 0.013 0.012 0.011
Ribs 100% RB 0.72 0.70 0.192 0.206 0.031 0.030 0.138 0.144
Clavicles 60% IC, 40% LV 0.37 0.33 0.008 0.008 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003
Scapulae 60% IC, 40% LV 0.42 0.38 0.028 0.028 0.009 0.009 0.012 0.011

Totals: 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 61.3% 57.1%
Total active marrow mass: 1,170 g 1,090 g

*FH � femur head; FN � femur neck; IC � illiac crest; LV � lumbar vertebrae; CV � cervical vertebrae; PB � parietal bone; RB � ribs.
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in Table 6 (age, 25 y) and Table 7 (age, 40 y) using the
following expression:

�Skel�rT4 rS� � �
j

fS,j��rT4 rS; CF�j, Eq. 7

where rS and rT denote the source and target tissues, respectively,
and fs,j and CF are the fractional mass of source tissue and
reference cellularity at bone site j, respectively. When estimating
skeletal-average radionuclide S values, however, values of �Skel

cannot be used directly within the MIRD schema, as both the
absolute target tissue mass (mT,j) and its fractional distribution in
the skeleton (fT,j) must also be considered:

SSkel�rT4 rS� � �
j

fS,j fT,j ��
i

�i��rT4 rS�i,j

mT,j � �

�
j

fS,j fT,jS�rT4 rS�j. Eq. 8

CONCLUSION

A radiation transport model (3D-CBIST) has been devel-
oped that combines (a) chord-based techniques for tracking
�-particles across bone trabeculae and marrow cavities and
(b) a spatial model of the marrow tissues that explicitly
considers the presence of marrow adipose tissue across a
broad range of marrow cellularities. ICRP Publication 30
absorbed fractions are found to significantly overestimate
�-particle energy deposition to active marrow as compared
with values given by the 3D-CBIST model for all source
regions. A single exception is high-energy �-particles emit-
ted from within the bone trabeculae, irradiating marrow at
high cellularity. These deviations become more prominent
as marrow cellularity progressively decreases below 100%.
In contrast, the ICRP Publication 30 bone model signifi-
cantly underestimates energy deposition to skeletal en-
dosteum as predicted under the 3D-CBIST model. Excep-

TABLE 6
Skeletal-Averaged �-Particle Absorbed Fractions in ICRP Reference Male with Explicit Consideration

of Reference Marrow Cellularities (Age, 25 Years)

Energy
(MeV)

Target: Trabecular active marrow

�(TAM4TAM) �(TAM4TBE) �(TAM4TBE � TAM) �(TAM4TBS) �(TAM4TBV)

3.0 8.84E�01 1.37E�01 8.55E�01 3.10E�02 4.72E�04
3.5 8.57E�01 1.57E�01 8.29E�01 5.46E�02 1.24E�03
4.0 8.28E�01 1.72E�01 8.03E�01 7.67E�02 2.52E�03
4.5 7.99E�01 1.84E�01 7.76E�01 9.61E�02 4.31E�03
5.0 7.72E�01 1.94E�01 7.50E�01 1.13E�01 6.52E�03
5.5 7.45E�01 2.02E�01 7.25E�01 1.26E�01 9.21E�03
6.0 7.21E�01 2.09E�01 7.02E�01 1.38E�01 1.23E�02
6.5 7.00E�01 2.15E�01 6.82E�01 1.47E�01 1.57E�02
7.0 6.81E�01 2.19E�01 6.64E�01 1.57E�01 1.94E�02
7.5 6.66E�01 2.24E�01 6.50E�01 1.65E�01 2.35E�02
8.0 6.54E�01 2.28E�01 6.39E�01 1.72E�01 2.79E�02
8.5 6.45E�01 2.32E�01 6.30E�01 1.78E�01 3.26E�02
9.0 6.37E�01 2.36E�01 6.22E�01 1.84E�01 3.77E�02
9.5 6.30E�01 2.39E�01 6.17E�01 1.90E�01 4.30E�02

10.0 6.25E�01 2.42E�01 6.12E�01 1.95E�01 4.86E�02

Energy
(MeV)

Target: Trabecular bone endosteum

�(TBE4TAM) �(TBE4TBE) �(TBE4TBE � TAM) �(TBE4TBS) �(TBE4TBV)

3.0 1.12E�02 4.75E�01 3.02E�02 4.42E�01 2.26E�02
3.5 1.29E�02 3.99E�01 2.88E�02 3.99E�01 2.75E�02
4.0 1.43E�02 3.41E�01 2.78E�02 3.59E�01 3.20E�02
4.5 1.53E�02 2.97E�01 2.69E�02 3.23E�01 3.63E�02
5.0 1.59E�02 2.61E�01 2.60E�02 2.92E�01 4.02E�02
5.5 1.63E�02 2.31E�01 2.52E�02 2.66E�01 4.40E�02
6.0 1.67E�02 2.07E�01 2.46E�02 2.47E�01 4.76E�02
6.5 1.70E�02 1.88E�01 2.41E�02 2.30E�01 5.08E�02
7.0 1.72E�02 1.72E�01 2.36E�02 2.08E�01 5.40E�02
7.5 1.73E�02 1.58E�01 2.32E�02 1.89E�01 5.65E�02
8.0 1.74E�02 1.45E�01 2.27E�02 1.74E�01 5.89E�02
8.5 1.74E�02 1.34E�01 2.23E�02 1.64E�01 6.11E�02
9.0 1.73E�02 1.26E�01 2.19E�02 1.53E�01 6.33E�02
9.5 1.72E�02 1.17E�01 2.14E�02 1.43E�01 6.50E�02

10.0 1.70E�02 1.09E�01 2.08E�02 1.35E�01 6.67E�02

Data taken from ICRP Publication 70 (10).
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tions are noted for �(TBE4TBS) at high energies (�6
MeV) and for �(TBE4TBV) at low energies (�3 MeV for
ribs and cervical vertebra).

In cases of high marrow cellularity (�100%), good agree-
ment in values of �(TAM4TBS) and �(TAM4TBV) are
noted between the 3D-CBIST and 2003 Eckerman models, but
only for an equivalent definition of the active marrow (e.g.,
exclusive of the endosteal layer). In contrast, the energy-inde-
pendent assumption of unity for �(TAM4TAM) in the 2003
Eckerman model is seen to be overly conservative in regard to
its dependence on both skeletal site (Fig. 3A) and marrow
cellularity (Fig. 5A). Excellent model agreement is also seen for
values of �(TBE4TBS) and �(TBE4TBV). Energy-dependent
values of �(TBE4TAM) given by the 3D-CBIST code, how-
ever, are found to be very much lower than �(TBE4TAM) �
0.09 assumed under the 2003 Eckerman model.

It has been shown that invasive or noninvasive mea-
surements of marrow cellularity can be clinically impor-

tant to improvements in patient-specific dose estimates to
active bone marrow (16,24,29). Explicit consideration of
marrow cellularity and its role in modifying values of
absorbed fraction under the MIRD schema has been made
for �-particle emitters either by use of reference cellu-
larity values by skeletal site (17,30) or by permitting
marrow cellularity to be a running variable in the dosim-
etry model (24). Results presented here provide a firmer
basis for patient-specific dosimetry in �-emitter radionu-
clide therapies through the explicit consideration of ab-
sorbed fraction variations with particle energy, skeletal
site, and marrow cellularity. Although results given here
use the University of Leeds chord-length distributions for
a single 44-y male subject (ICRP RM), the 3D-CBIST
code can be easily extended to other individuals (i.e.,
cadavers) for which chord-length distributions are avail-
able from 3D microimaging of sectioned samples of
trabecular spongiosa (31,32).

TABLE 7
Skeletal-Averaged �-Particle Absorbed Fractions in ICRP Reference Male with Explicit Consideration

of Reference Marrow Cellularities (Age, 40 Years)

Energy
(MeV)

Target: Trabecular active marrow

�(TAM4TAM) �(TAM4TBE) �(TAM4TBE � TAM) �(TAM4TBS) �(TAM4TBV)

3.0 8.70E�01 1.28E�01 8.40E�01 2.90E�02 4.40E�04
3.5 8.39E�01 1.47E�01 8.12E�01 5.12E�02 1.17E�03
4.0 8.08E�01 1.61E�01 7.83E�01 7.18E�02 2.36E�03
4.5 7.77E�01 1.73E�01 7.53E�01 9.00E�02 4.03E�03
5.0 7.47E�01 1.82E�01 7.25E�01 1.06E�01 6.09E�03
5.5 7.18E�01 1.90E�01 6.98E�01 1.18E�01 8.60E�03
6.0 6.92E�01 1.95E�01 6.73E�01 1.29E�01 1.15E�02
6.5 6.69E�01 2.01E�01 6.52E�01 1.38E�01 1.47E�02
7.0 6.49E�01 2.06E�01 6.33E�01 1.46E�01 1.81E�02
7.5 6.33E�01 2.10E�01 6.18E�01 1.54E�01 2.20E�02
8.0 6.20E�01 2.14E�01 6.05E�01 1.61E�01 2.61E�02
8.5 6.10E�01 2.18E�01 5.96E�01 1.67E�01 3.05E�02
9.0 6.01E�01 2.21E�01 5.88E�01 1.72E�01 3.53E�02
9.5 5.95E�01 2.24E�01 5.82E�01 1.78E�01 4.02E�02

10.0 5.89E�01 2.27E�01 5.76E�01 1.83E�01 4.55E�02

Energy
(MeV)

Target: Trabecular bone endosteum

�(TBE4TAM) �(TBE4TBE) �(TBE4TBE � TAM) �(TBE4TBS) �(TBE4TBV)

3.0 1.10E�02 4.75E�01 3.01E�02 4.42E�01 2.26E�02
3.5 1.27E�02 3.99E�01 2.86E�02 3.99E�01 2.75E�02
4.0 1.39E�02 3.41E�01 2.74E�02 3.59E�01 3.20E�02
4.5 1.48E�02 2.97E�01 2.65E�02 3.23E�01 3.63E�02
5.0 1.54E�02 2.61E�01 2.55E�02 2.92E�01 4.02E�02
5.5 1.57E�02 2.31E�01 2.47E�02 2.66E�01 4.40E�02
6.0 1.60E�02 2.07E�01 2.39E�02 2.47E�01 4.76E�02
6.5 1.62E�02 1.88E�01 2.33E�02 2.30E�01 5.08E�02
7.0 1.64E�02 1.72E�01 2.28E�02 2.08E�01 5.40E�02
7.5 1.63E�02 1.58E�01 2.22E�02 1.89E�01 5.65E�02
8.0 1.64E�02 1.45E�01 2.17E�02 1.74E�01 5.89E�02
8.5 1.63E�02 1.34E�01 2.12E�02 1.64E�01 6.11E�02
9.0 1.62E�02 1.26E�01 2.08E�02 1.53E�01 6.33E�02
9.5 1.61E�02 1.17E�01 2.03E�02 1.43E�01 6.50E�02

10.0 1.57E�02 1.09E�01 1.97E�02 1.35E�01 6.67E�02
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APPENDIX A

A Revised Algorithm for Maximum Endosteal
Chord-Length

Trajectories of electrons and �-particles across the near
and far endosteal layers of a marrow cavity (dE1 and dE2,
respectively) must be considered in tandem with random
sampling of the marrow-cavity chord-length dMC as given in
Equations 3–6. As shown in Equation 4, individual values
of dE1 or dE2 can initially take on large and physically
unrealistic values (values of � 3 0), and, thus, the total
endosteal chord-length (dE1 � dE2) must be limited to some
maximum value dE

max. In the skeletal models of Bouchet et
al. (18) and of Eckerman and Stabin (17), dE

max is set equal
to the sampled marrow-cavity chord dMC. Recent studies by
Derek W. Jokisch (unpublished data, December 2004) and
Shah (33), however, indicate that this approach tends to
overestimate particle trajectories across the endosteal layer
(e.g., electron endosteal doses are higher in the chord-based
models by a factor of �2 in comparison with those from
image-based skeletal models). In the present study, a re-
vised algorithm for dE

max is thus adopted.
For each marrow-cavity chord dMC sampled in the 3D-

CBIST code, a hypothetical spheric marrow cavity is briefly
established with radius RMC such that a distribution of
�-random chords across it would yield a mean chord-length
equal to this sampled chord dMC:

�dMC� �
4

3
RMC, and, thus, RMC �

3

4
�dMC�. Eq. 1A

Interior to the surface of this sphere is placed a 10-�m-thick
shell of endosteal tissue, thus defining an interior cocentric
sphere of marrow space with radius RMC –10 �m. The value
of dE

max is then defined as the maximum chord-length within
the endosteal layer tangent to the interior marrow-space
sphere. Its value is given by the Pythagorean theorem and
can be expressed as a function of the sampled marrow-
cavity chord, dMC:

d E
max � 2�RMC

2 � �RMC � 10�2 � 2�20RMC � 100 �

2�15dMC � 100. Eq. 2A

Note that this spheric marrow cavity is referenced only in
Eq. 2A for the calculation of dE

max and is not related to the
spatial model of the marrow tissues shown in Figure 2. For
values of dMC � 52.4 �m, dE

max
� dMC and, thus, the revised

algorithm is more restrictive than existing algorithms in
skeletal dosimetry. The additional restriction in Equation 5
(that dMS � 0) is applicable for those cases in which the
sampled marrow-cavity chord dMC � 52.4 �m (first bin in
the Leeds chord-length distributions), where dE

max is slightly
greater than dMC. The algorithm given in Eq. A.2 is to be
considered a phenomenological correction to the existing
algorithm (dE

max � dMC), and future studies are suggested for
improving our ability to accurately model the endosteal
tissue layer while accounting for the full 3D microstructure
of trabecular spongiosa.
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